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The following article is based on the text and illustrations from my video presentation.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Royal Raymond Rife. These photos from rifevideos.com show
the Rife Universal microscope built in 1933. It was reported to allow viewing by eye at up to 8,000
times magnification, compared to about 1,500 X for other types of light microscopes. Rife invented
a system to illuminate live microorganisms with colored light, and the characteristic colors he saw
helped him identify different species.

ABBE’S LAW : OPTICAL RESOLUTON IS LIMITED BY DIFFRACTION
Normally you cannot see objects like viruses that are smaller than the wavelength of light. Abbe’s
limit of resolution is above 200 nanometers. However back in 1904 it was discovered that you could
detect particles smaller than this provided that they were sufficiently diluted in clear water, using an
instrument called the Ultramicroscope or Slit-ultra. This instrument illuminated the sample by
shining light in sideways. The only light that could enter the objective lens were photons that
bounced off particles in the water. Therefore the background in the image was black. This is a type
of so-called darkfield effect. Rife also invented a different means to shine colored light in sideways.
This will be discussed again later.

THE PINHOLE CONCEPT
Going back to the 17th Century, Young’s experiments showed that if you pass parallel sunlight
through a fine slit, it will spread out. If you pass sunlight through a fine hole it will expand in a cone
shape. You can place an East-West slit near a North-South slit and end up with an expanding light
cone. In theory, any image information in the expanding beam will become magnified. Rife may
have been the first person to exploit Young’s phenomenon in microscope design.

Rife once said that the pinhole concept was at the heart of the operating principle of his microscope
designs. However none of the surviving microscopes today have any pinhole aperture components.
Unfortunately the relic instruments we have today are not functional and they have missing
components. It may be that Rife removed these pinhole components to preserve his Intellectual
Property.
Rife gave descriptions of a system that passed the image beam vertically upwards as a narrow nearparallel beam. It passed though a series of trianglular reflecting prisms in a zig-zag path. However
Rife never explained how such a narrow beam could be magnified.

INFINITY MICROSCOPE CONCEPT
There are two relevant major microscope technologies that need to be understood. The older
conventional style instruments use a converging beam with a relatively short focal length. The
simplified diagrams show the first magnifying lens in the objective, and then higher up, within the
eyetube there is a second magnifier or ocular lens. At the end of the eyetube is a special lens that is
not a magnifier, but rather it converts an image with a steep angle of convergence to a near-parallel
beam suitable to be received by human eyes.
The more modern infinity systems use basically the same eyetube components, but the image
produced by the objective is converted to a true parallel beam. Later this is re-converted to a typical
converging beam by a so-called tube lens. A true parallel beam has its focal point at infinity, so we
call these infinity beams. Infinity microscopes were mass produced in the 1930’s by Reichert, and
infinity lens systems were being developed by Zeiss company probably as early as the 1920’s.

The original concept for infinity microscopes was first described back in the late 19th century. The
upper part of the system was based on the refracting telescope, which magnifies parallel light from
far away stars. It was thought that the infinity space could be any convenient length, as shown in the
diagrams. However infinity designs in the 20th century have kept the infinity space as short as
possible to effectively deal with correction of coma aberration. Similar to Reichert, Rife kept the
infinity space relatively short.

RIFE’S NEAR-PARALLEL IMAGE BEAM
Rife used a rather unorthodox image beam. Instead of a true parallel beam, Rife had a beam with a
long but finite focal length. At some point, this beam should cross over. However Rife claimed that
in his system the prisms tended to progressively reduce the angle of convergence, and that they did
not allow the rays to cross.

The series of diagrams below show a near-parallel beam just about to cross over. However it strikes
a pinhole aperture before the crossover point, and then it expands. The further the expanding beam
travels, the greater the magnification. A lens is shown that acts in the same fashion as a tube lens,
but it is modified to receive a slightly diverging beam. The final part of the optical system probably
uses an ocular magnifier and final lens similar in function and power to those in typical infinity
microscopes. Also the objective lenses are similar to those used in infinity microscopes. Here, the
pinhole aperture has acted as an extra stage of magnification.

BEAM EXPANSION AFTER THE PINHOLE
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ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS
Now we can return to the discussion on illumination techniques. Firstly it is useful to understand the
difference between darkfield and brightfield illumination. Microscopes use a condenser to focus
light onto the specimen from underneath. The angle of the cone of light can be controlled using an
adjustable iris diaphragm to make the entry circle smaller or larger. When you shine the light from
directly underneath through a condenser, you get grey detailed image on a white background. Most
microscopes use this so-called brightfield effect. If you want, you can add a color filter under the
condenser to get a color brightfield image.

BRIGHTFIELD AND DARKFIELD CONDENSERS

BRIGHTFIELD CONDENSER WITH IRIS DIAPHRAGM
One way to get a dark background is to obstruct the central cone of light with a solid disc in a socalled darkfield condenser filter. The remaining outer ring of light strikes the sample at at angle.
Photons cannot enter the lens unless they are scattered by collision in the sample.

One problem with the darkfield filter method is that it only works properly for low and medium
power lenses. If you use a high power lens, some of the unscattered incident light bleeds into the
image, so you cannot get a proper darkfield effect.

WRIGHT ILLUMINATION c 1912
In 1912 a person called Wright invented a special white oblique illumination beam that also could
give a darkfield effect. This was a very narrow beam that shines from one direction and focuses
onto a central spot in the sample. The angle is so oblique that it can achieve darkfield even with the
highest power oil immersion objective lenses like 100 X. If the angle is close enough to horizontal,
the beam can be shone over the top edge of the condenser body.

Rife got the idea of converting this type of oblique beam into a colored beam so he could obtain
colored details in darkfield at high magnification. It may have been necessary to construct the
condenser body so that the edge did not obstruct the external oblique beam. When the Wright beam
is used in some applications, there appears to be some enhancement of resolution in the plane
perpendicular to the oblique beam. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dispersion_staining#Oblique_illumination_dispersion_staining

RISLEY PRISM MONOCHROMATOR
Risley prisms contain a pair of glass or quartz wedges which can be independently rotated. In some
modern laser applications they can be used to steer a laser beam. When set up to counter-rotate, and
receiving white parallel light, they cause light to fan out in different colors. As the angle of counterrotation is advanced, the color which shines in the direction of the optical axis will change. Most
colors emerge at diverging angles such that they do not enter the bottom of the condenser. Only one
color enters, and it is focused onto the specimen. The result is not true monochromatic like from a
laser, but rather semi-monochromatic like light from a color filter, i.e. with some amount frequency
bandwidth such as 50 nm.

RIFE INNOVATION FOR MONOCHROMATIC OBLIQUE BEAM

The diagram above shows a means to use Risley prisms to achieve a monochromatic light beam
within an illuminating system similar to the Wright 1912 system.

RHEINBERG COLOR CONTRAST ILLUMINATION
Some time before the year 1900, Julius Rheinberg developed a method of color contrast as a way to
combine a darkfield image in one color, for example red, superimposed on top of a brightfield
image in some other contrasting color like blue or green. He used a condenser filter about the same
size as a darkfield condenser filter, but he allowed blue light to shine into the central cone of light
and red in the outer ring. Unfortunately the Rheinberg method does not work properly with the
highest power objective lenses because unscattered incident red light tends to bleed into the image
background.

RIFE’S SOLUTION FOR COLOR CONTRAST ILLUMINATION

Rife overcame the limitations of the old Rheinberg system by superimposing a red darkfield image
from a very oblique external Wright beam, combined with a blue brightfield image to allow
Rheinberg color contrast at the highest magnifications.
THE MARTIN COLOR CONTRAST PROTOTYPE
In recent years Paul Martin has achieved a similar improvement to color contrast using an external
ring of LED light sources instead of a Wright beam. Martin’s excellent article explains that this
method allows the use of a fully open condenser aperture and high NA objective, which Abbe
showed were both essential to optimize resolving power down to 200 nm. See
https://www.mccrone.com/mm/rheinberg-illumination-a-fresh-approach-to-high-magnificationcolor-contrast/

A NEW METHOD OF RHEINBERG ILLUMINATION BY PAUL MARTIN

Most brightfield microscopes require the condenser aperture to be closed down to achieve proper
contrast between grey detail and white background. Unfortunately, loss of wide aperture severely
limits the resolving power that can be achieved in brightfield microscopy. On the other hand, the
Rife illumination allowed two different optical mechanisms to maximize available resolution.
RIFE UNIVERSAL VIEWING CONFIGURATION

The diagram above shows how the image beam from a typical infinity objective strikes a weak
focusing lens of very long focal length to generate a near-parallel beam with a nominal angle of
convergence of 2 degrees. If a diverting prism is slid into the parallel infinity beam, it will be
deflected to become a horizontal beam which can pass into a side-mounted viewing tube. It then
strikes a type of infinity microscope with a tube lens and then an inclined prism and then into a
typical ocular system. This is similar in principle to a Reichert system. This viewing tube system
allowed Rife to perform preliminary focus.

REDUCING THE ANGLE OF CONVERGENCE BEFORE THE PINHOLE
Below we have an illustration of how six quartz or glass plates can be ground down to slight wedge
shapes. As rays emerge into air, they will not be refracted if the face is at 90 degrees to the ray. Thus
three pairs of plates can progressively reduce the angle of convergence from a nominal 2 degrees
down to a near-parallel 0.25 degrees.

THE ZIG ZAG PRISM ARRAY
The same effect can be achieved using six triangle prisms by altering the usual 45 degree internal
reflecting face e.g. by plus or minus 1 degree. Adjustment of prism positions can also adjust the
vertical focal point of the image beam.

OFFSET POSITIONING OF THE PINHOLE APERTURE
There are two concepts for the lateral position of the pinhole center . One design aligns the center
exactly to the image center or optical axis. The alternative design involves setting the pinhole offcenter to obscure the center of the image. The latter preferred design only allows light from one
quadrant of the image to pass through the aperture. This can prevent ray crossover in the image
center, and give uniformity of spreading of the rays.

USING OBSTRUCTIONS IN MICROSCOPY
Experiments have been reported that placed solid disc stops behind an objective to obscure the
center of the image. There was some apparent improvement of resolution of image detail adjacent to
the shadow, presumably due to light bending. When the disc was offset so that the shadow edge fell
nearer to the optical axis, a further improvement was noted, presumably in details nearest to the
optical axis.

These are examples of how we can exploit the phenomena of enhancement of light bending in the
region adjacent to an obstruction. When we change from a situation of a solid disc obstruction to the
inverse situation of a fine hole, the same principles would probably apply. Rife may have been able
to position the upper optical assembly to view image detail adjacent to the shadow and nearest to
the obstructed optical axis.
PRISMATIC INNOVATIONS TO INCREASE PATHLENGTH OF THE DIVERGING BEAM
Rife claimed that he was able to take photographs at up to 32,000 X magnification. Rather than try
to use high power lenses, he would have had an option to further increase the projection distance of
the expanding image beam after it emerges from the pinhole. The diagrams show a number of
different configurations to control the projection pathlength. The 1928 model may have featured a
removable top-mounted large flat circular mounting about 300 mm diameter shown below. It could
contain a simple octagonal race or Porro prisms to generate a folded iterative path. The 1933 model
may have achieved a more compact design by using Porro prism innovations within a horizontal
extension arm. These can have simple or complex configurations.

INNOVATIONS TO ADJUST FOCAL POSITION OF THE NEAR-PARALLEL IMAGE BEAM
Rife mentioned that the 1933 model improved on some deficiencies in the 1928 designs. From
archival photos, there is evidence that Rife used a jig with rod prisms with 60 degree faces. An
innovation is shown with left and right outer mechanism for coarse adjustment. In addition, there is
an inner bracket jig for fine adjustment. It uses the reflective faces to force the beam into an offvertical direction. This allows coarse adjustment of the inner prism bracket to result in a very fine
adjustment of the vertical focal length.

RESOLUTION PERFORMANCE
Some articles have claimed that the Rife microscopes could somehow cheat the Abbe resolution
limit. Rife himself stated that his designs were NOT superior in performance (i.e. resolution) to
other light microscopes, but rather they were useful for particular applications. Rather than
expecting to be able to break the laws of physics, Rife may have been comfortable with the idea of
developing applications such as dilution of filterable virus and characterisation by color staining
characteristics. Ultra-high magnification can be thought of as an added bonus, provided that it is
understood that diffraction limited images will occur in many applications.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
RIFE MICROSCOPE CONCEPTS
The diagram below illustrates a progression of concepts to illustrate how Rife was able to utilize
infinity optical technology and to exploit the pinhole expansion effect.

A PROPOSED BENCH MICROSCOPE PROTOTYPE
The final diagram shows a proposed bench microscope prototype that uses modern components.
Rife was believed to have used all quartz optics, and perhaps to have designed his own lenses. But
this might not be necessary if all we want to do is use the illumination system and to redevelop the
pinhole concept. The prototype uses an ordinary upright infinity microscope. It is modified by
inserting a beam-splitting prism into the infinity space to divert half the beam into the horizontal
direction, where it then proceeds into the bench microscope.

